***CONSTRUCTION:

1. CABLE:  * UL21572(1P/32#+EAM)*4+(1P/32#+A)+(4C/32#+)+(1C/24#)*2EAB 85%
OD: 4.8mm BLACK TPE JACKET.

***CONNECTOR:

2. USB C/M:  * USB TYPE C MALE SOLDER TYPE, PCB WITHOUT IC,
* PINS: 30u GOLD PLATED OVER NICKEL.
* INSULATOR: BLACK THERMOPLASTIC 94V-0 RATED.
* SHELL: STEEL WITH GOLD PALTED.
* CAPACITOR.
* MOLDED: BLACK PVC 45P.

3. USB C/F:  * USB TYPE C FEMALE SOLDER TYPE, PCB WITHOUT IC,
* PINS: 30u GOLD PLATED OVER NICKEL.
* INSULATOR: BLACK COLOR LCP 94V-0 RATED.
* SHELL: STEEL WITH GOLD FLASH.

4. TEST:  * CT: 2 ohm IS: 5M ohm